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Framework classes - status
No new important developments

Few minor fixesFew minor fixes
Some additions to facilitate analysis in organized mode (access to 
containers)containers)
Possibility to use PAR files with the AliEn plugin

Af l i d f b fi i ( i l i h fAfter a long period of bug fixing (mainly in other parts of 
AliRoot) people literally jumped on the new production

Quite random access mode
Revealed some of the limitations of the systems



Framework classes – new features
Ongoing work:

Special container class for AOD User tasks will be able to specifySpecial container class for AOD. User tasks will be able to specify 
requested and published branches
AOD + AOD friends produced in the same sessionAOD + AOD friends produced in the same session
Adjustable timeout when input files not available
L i f d t d filLogging of processed vs. requested files



Getting data type and commonGetting data type and common 
containers

const char *AliVEventHandler::GetDataType()
Returns “ESD” or “AOD” To be used by task configuration macrosReturns ESD  or AOD . To be used by task configuration macros 
(see talk of Mihaela)

AliA l i M G tC I tC t i ()AliAnalysisManager::GetCommonInputContainer()
Analysis task configuration macros should be separated from steering 

Th ill t th i t t d t t i b t j tmacros. They will create their own output data containers but just 
connect to existing common ones



Ongoing work towards organizedOngoing work towards organized 
analysis

Problems:
Analysis tasks develop fast available latest release of AliRoot becomesAnalysis tasks develop fast, available latest release of AliRoot becomes 
old fast

People forced to use PAR archives in grid -> jobs failing on regular basisPeople forced to use PAR archives in grid > jobs failing on regular basis.

CAF is used to get fast feedback from a production,  still some issues 
with the new proof versionwith the new proof version
Analysis macros in SVN not synchronized with task code
Hard to maintain a train macro with tasks compiled configured andHard to maintain a train macro with tasks compiled, configured and 
run in all possible ways



To do's - centrally
Provide a 'make analysis' target that compiles base libraries used 
for analysis + PWG codefor analysis + PWG code
Deploy regularly the modifications in the analysis code to be 

il bl i h h l lavailable with the latest release
So people can rely on existing libraries to run their code

Provide a train macro that connects the available wagons from 
PWG and runs regularly over the full available datag y

Both in CAF for a fast sample and in GRID

Provide a template for the macros that should attach users carsProvide a template for the macros that should attach users cars 
in the train (see next talk)



To do's : PWG groups
Follow the provided templates and implements a macro per 
analysis taskanalysis task

This macro will contain the desired task configuration and will attach 
the task to an existing analysis managerthe task to an existing analysis manager
Preferably all macros kept in one directory in each PWGn

M i i h fi i i i h h dMaintain the configuration macros in sync with the code
If possible, provide a minimum set of QA histograms (max 4) to 
give a fast picture if the analysis succeeded



Conclusions
A common effort is needed for setting up a uniform analysis task 
configuration approachconfiguration approach

To be able to efficiently process new data just after it becomes 
availableavailable

We will discuss individually with all groups if needed to make 
hi k l i ll dthis new setup work correctly in all modes

Work already started with PWG2 and PWG4

The framework is quite stable now but do not hesitate to 
mention new requirementsq


